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**Books and Videos...**


As time goes by [VHS, 30 min.]. Toronto, ON: CBC; 1999. Segment of “The National” (CBC). It is a misconception that our needs for intimacy fade as we age. The seniors profiled in this documentary openly share their experiences with love, romance and growing older.

Blazer L. Backseat bingo: An animated documentary [DVD, 6 min.]. Chicago, IL: Terra Nova Films; 2004. What does sex mean to the elderly ... companionship, love, kindness, sparkle, friendship or something else? Explore the relationships between the senior citizens in this animated film.


Cherniack D. Tonight’s the night [VHS, 25 min.]. Ottawa, ON: CBC; 1995. Documentary broadcast on CBC’s Man Alive, March 1997. Three senior couples describe the evolution of their sexual relationships, while experts stress the importance of more accepting social attitudes about sexuality and aging.


Kany KA. Older adult sexuality: A continuing human need [DVD, 37 min.]. Chicago, IL: Terra Nova Films; 2009.


**On the Web...**


Lists journal articles, books, films and videos on the subject of sexuality in later life.


http://www.nursingcenter.com/prodev/ce_article.asp?tid=801035
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